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Abstract
Techniques to improve photography on stratospheric balloon missions are of significant interest to the high-
altitude ballooning community, as evidenced by the ongoing number of downloads of a paper about
stabilization of camera payloads which the University of Minnesota – Twin Cities ballooning team presented at
AHAC 2015. This current paper provides suggestions for mounting and powering cameras (sometimes in
counterintuitive ways) for 2-to-3-hour ballooning missions, as well as additional ideas for stabilizing camera
payloads based on our team’s experiences since 2015. Of particular note are passive anti-rotation devices used
during eclipse flights in 2017 and, more recently, studying the impact on rotation when cameras are on stacks
that are intentionally “floated” (neither ascending nor descending) in the stratosphere. Live video streams from
payloads hanging from “big” balloons – zero pressure and superpressure balloons with volumes that can exceed
10 million cubic feet carrying payloads in excess of 1000 pounds – suggest that it is possible to achieve fairly-
stable conditions, at least on massive ballooning systems. Active pointing and motion compensation even allow
for the operation of telescopes and for time-exposure photography on such “big” ballooning missions. However,
stabilizing payloads carried by significantly-smaller balloons, such as latex weather balloons, is particularly
challenging since smaller balloon systems are more susceptible to wind-induced motion, including downward
“relative wind” and balloon wake turbulence experienced by payloads during ascent. We have found that
payload stacks on weather balloon missions can also become very quiet during float, even without the use of
explicit anti-rotation techniques. This observation may be of particular interest to balloonists planning to
participate in eclipse ballooning in 2023 and/or 2024 where “you’ve got to get it right the first time” (since
eclipses are both short in duration and rare) and high-quality photography is of the essence.
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I aspire for “HASP-quality” stabilization, but on weather balloon flights.

For video streamed from a HASP flight, see 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=UnDCRe2IVcs

Notice how calm this platform is, both during ascent 
and especially during float.
Presumably this is due to huge mass (and perhaps, 
to a lesser degree, because they only launch in calm 
weather).

Release of a HASP 11-million cubic foot balloon: 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=WY1a_pZGDbc

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=UnDCRe2IVcs
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=WY1a_pZGDbc
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Things that can go wrong – a non-exhaustive list:
• Camera overheats (before launch or at altitude)
• Camera quits mid-flight (because it got too cold)
• Camera view gets fogged up (see photo at right)
• Payload swing and/or rotation blurs images or 

makes video hard to watch
• Camera becomes detached during flight or upon 

landing
• Footage on SD card gets corrupted (possibly when 

camera fails mid-file)

Turbulence at about 80,000 ft:
https://drive.google.com/drive/u/0/folders/1kWubvS9BoSBHB5dAtY41WkaqJj00OK5_

Camera quits mid-ascent:
https://drive.google.com/drive/u/0/folders/1pE86c0rA4WiFh2WLWRO7Xmh70E8s9Xo0

Typical pre-burst rotation (without anti-rotation devices):
https://drive.google.com/drive/u/0/folders/1Bn758l-d-mWgiNleeAhnYB03iXtg2RlF

https://drive.google.com/drive/u/0/folders/1kWubvS9BoSBHB5dAtY41WkaqJj00OK5_
https://drive.google.com/drive/u/0/folders/1pE86c0rA4WiFh2WLWRO7Xmh70E8s9Xo0
https://drive.google.com/drive/u/0/folders/1Bn758l-d-mWgiNleeAhnYB03iXtg2RlF
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https://doi.org/10.31274/jhab.13036

https://doi.org/10.31274/jhab.13036
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https://doi.org/10.31274/ahac.5548
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https://doi.org/10.31274/ahac.5548

Video clips from 2017, taken with
This sort of anti-rotation device:
https://dept.aem.umn.edu/people
/faculty/flaten/EclipseBallooning
Website/eclipse_trip.html

https://doi.org/10.31274/ahac.5548
https://dept.aem.umn.edu/people/faculty/flaten/EclipseBallooningWebsite/eclipse_trip.html
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Gimbal for 3-axis camera pointing control. Plewa et al. doi: https://doi.org/10.31274/jhab.12979

https://doi.org/10.31274/jhab.12979
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“CHAD” device for active pointing about vertical axis. Kruger et al. https://doi.org/10.31274/jhab.13028

https://doi.org/10.31274/jhab.13028
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Things that can go wrong – a non-exhaustive list:
• Camera overheats (before launch or at altitude)
• Camera quits mid-flight (because it got too cold)
• Camera view gets fogged up (see photo at right)
• Payload swing and/or rotation blurs images or 

makes video hard to watch
• Camera becomes detached during flight or upon 

landing
• Footage on SD card gets corrupted (possibly when 

camera fails mid-file)

Turbulence at about 80,000 ft:
https://drive.google.com/drive/u/0/folders/1kWubvS9BoSBHB5dAtY41WkaqJj00OK5_

Camera quits mid-ascent:
https://drive.google.com/drive/u/0/folders/1pE86c0rA4WiFh2WLWRO7Xmh70E8s9Xo0

Typical pre-burst rotation (without anti-rotation devices):
https://drive.google.com/drive/u/0/folders/1Bn758l-d-mWgiNleeAhnYB03iXtg2RlF

https://drive.google.com/drive/u/0/folders/1kWubvS9BoSBHB5dAtY41WkaqJj00OK5_
https://drive.google.com/drive/u/0/folders/1pE86c0rA4WiFh2WLWRO7Xmh70E8s9Xo0
https://drive.google.com/drive/u/0/folders/1Bn758l-d-mWgiNleeAhnYB03iXtg2RlF
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General suggestions for video cameras for stratospheric balloon flights:

• Select SD cards and resolution for at least 3-hour run time
• If internal battery is insufficient – likely – find a camera that can record while plugged in to an external 

battery pack
• Ground test (or flight test) the camera, to learn about its tendency to overheat or get too cold

• On warm/sunny days, keep cameras in the shade as much as possible before launch
• Except for ones that “run (very) hot,” it is usually best to mount cameras inside an insulated 

payload shell looking out through an opening in the wall, so they are not fully exposed to the 
outside, especially to the extremely cold temperature at the tropopause. Bevel the opening to 
avoid restricting the view, if the camera has a wide-angle lens.

• Do not cover openings with transparent “window” material. Although such a window may help keep 
things warm, this approach risks forming fog/condensate on the window which can ruin the footage.
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Lightdow LD4000 

Pros:
• Very inexpensive
• Pretty good quality footage
• Has a screen
• Can record while plugged in
• Can survive lens being exposed to cold, if 

external battery is heated
Cons:
• Two-touch recording – hard to mount
• Limited to 32 Gig SD cards
• Record indicator light hard to see
Ideosyncracy
• Camera won’t continue to charge once full, so 

launch this fully discharged (but plugged in) Triple-camera and battery 
pack installation.

Sample footage: https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/16M-gvld3lJg9XCzmGckzDpAXIqCIUkMF

https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/16M-gvld3lJg9XCzmGckzDpAXIqCIUkMF
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GoPro HERO5 Session

Pros:
• Very good quality footage
• Can record while plugged in
• Can survive lens being exposed to cold, if 

external battery is heated
• Can take 64 Gig SD cards
• Record indicator light on front and back
Cons:
• No longer being made
• Much more expensive (~$200)
• No screen (but wide angle lens)
• Need to open/remove hatch to plug it in, 

making it a bit difficult to mount

GoPro Session lashed to a 
plate, with ext. battery.

Sample footage: https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/1BdoCPiGBtSiv0KZUwWpmADL94Puh8pMW

https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/1BdoCPiGBtSiv0KZUwWpmADL94Puh8pMW
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Insta360 ONE RS

Pros:
• Very good quality footage
• Has a screen
• Can record while plugged in
• Can survive entire camera exposed to cold, if 

external battery is heated
• Easy to mount (on a selfie stick, which the 

software can make “invisible”)
• Come with software which does an 

exceptional job at stabilizing footage
Cons:
• Very expensive
• Needs at least a 128 Gig SD card
• Runs hot, so turn it on at the last minute Insta360 mounted on an 

“invisible selfie stick.”

Sample footage: https://drive.google.com/file/d/1kDAb5BTcBpTBYf66Nxw5WoG3AcKdQBG3/view

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1kDAb5BTcBpTBYf66Nxw5WoG3AcKdQBG3/view
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Watch footage late in ascent, while venting, while floating, then cut-down:
https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/1BdoCPiGBtSiv0KZUwWpmADL94Puh8pMW

https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/1BdoCPiGBtSiv0KZUwWpmADL94Puh8pMW
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https://doi.org/10.31274/jhab.13036
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Conclusion (quoting from the Abstract):

“…stabilizing payloads carried by … latex weather balloons, is particularly challenging since smaller
balloon systems are more susceptible to wind-induced motion, including downward “relative wind” and
balloon wake turbulence experienced by payloads during ascent. We have found that payload stacks on
weather balloon missions can also become very quiet during float, even without the use of explicit anti-
rotation techniques. This observation may be of particular interest to balloonists planning to participate
in eclipse ballooning in 2023 and/or 2024 where “you’ve got to get it right the first time” (since eclipses
are both short in duration and rare) and high-quality photography is of the essence.

Warning (quoting from the Manuscript):

If one manages to stop a payload from rotating, but has a specific target in mind for photography (like an
eclipse shadow crossing underneath the balloon from SW to NE), it is possible that the camera will
literally be pointing in the wrong direction and fail to capture the interesting footage. That said, anti-
rotation schemes (including floating balloons) may need to be coupled with 360 cameras and/or multiple
cameras pointing in different directions and/or active pointing devices to ensure high-quality
photography of the targets of interest.


